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Abstract2

Continuous flow analysis (CFA) has become widely used for the measurement of3

aerosol-derived impurities in ice core samples resulting in high-resolution data sets of4

past aerosol deposition. Here we present first results from coupling an inductively5

coupled plasma time-of-flight mass spectrometer (ICP-TOFMS) to a traditional CFA6

system. This setup enables the measurement of exactly co-registered elemental con-7

centrations over the full mass range without degradation of sensitivity with increasing8

number of analytes. The resulting total elemental concentration records have similar9

or better resolution than the established spectrophotometric methods. The unique ca-10

pability of a TOFMS to measure fast transient signals and to still cover the full mass11

range furthermore enables the detection of the ionization of individual insoluble par-12

ticles entering the plasma. The resulting mass spectra of the particles can be used to13
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investigate the relative elemental composition of the mineral dust particles preserved14

in the ice. The presented analysis of iron-bearing particles indicates that most of the15

particulate iron in the Greenland ice is associated with Mg and Al and is likely part16

of clay minerals such as illite.17

Introduction18

Ice cores as climate archives carry a wealth of information ranging from past atmospheric19

composition to temperature changes. Among the variables routinely measured in ice-core20

samples are chemical impurities resulting from the deposition of aerosols on glaciers and21

ice sheets. The main problem in determining the concentration of aerosol constituents in22

ice core samples is the risk of contamination and as a result the labor-intensive sample23

preparation and decontamination. Continuous flow analysis (CFA) overcomes this challenge24

by continuously melting a vertical cut of the ice core, separating the melt water from the25

contaminated outer part of the ice stick from the clean inner part. Subsequently, the clean26

melt water is either collected and measured in discrete aliquots or analyzed continuously.27

Concentrations of dissolved ions in the CFA melt water are typically measured using spec-28

trophotometric and fluorimetric techniques specifically optimized for the application to ice29

core CFA1–4. Additionally the concentration and size distribution of insoluble particles are30

determined using laser light extinction5. The continuous determination of the impurities in31

the melt water yields high depth-resolution and thus time-resolution records that can resolve32

the seasonal variability of the aerosol deposition on the polar ice sheets. High resolution CFA33

data from Greenland ice cores have recently been used to investigate episodic aerosol depo-34

sition from wild fires throughout the last glacial period6, the influence of en-route washout35

by precipitation7, and small timing differences between rapid climate variability in different36

parts of the Earth system8.37

Atomic spectroscopy in the form of inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy (ICP-38

MS) coupled to CFA has extended the range of analytes to elemental and trace elemental39
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concentration in polar and alpine ice9,10. These methods have for example enabled the40

detailed reconstruction of the emission of toxic heavy metals into the atmosphere back in41

time11. Until now, all ICP instruments coupled to continuous flow analysis systems used42

either quadrupole (QMS) or sector field (SFMS) mass analyzers9,10. Of these two methods,43

SFMS is characterized by higher mass-resolving power and higher sensitivity. The major44

draw back of both QMS and SFMS mass analyzers is, that they only measure a single45

mass at any given time. Therefore, to measure the concentrations of multiple elements,46

these instruments need to sequentially scan through the analyte masses. Especially when47

considering the rapidly increasing number of masses that need to be monitored to correct for48

spectral inferences, the sensitivities for the monitored masses will be limited. Depending on49

the instrument and the number of analytes the mass scanning can take multiple seconds9.50

This fundamentally limits the number of elements that can be measured quasi simultaneously51

using a single ICP-MS with a sequential mass analyzer.52

In recent years sensitive time-of-flight mass analyzers (TOFMS) have become available53

for ICP ion sources12. Due to their operating principle, TOFMS measure all analyte masses54

at virtually the same time, thus overcoming the instrumental limitations of scanning mass55

analyzers. Furthermore the fast repetition rate of a TOFMS allows for the multi-elemental56

detection of fast transient signals resulting for example from the ionization of single parti-57

cles in the ICP, enabling multi-elemental single particle ICP-MS studies (sp-ICP-MS) e.g.13.58

To leverage this potential for total concentration and single particle analysis in the con-59

text of ice-core analysis a commercially available ICP-TOFMS, icpTOF (TOFWERK, Thun60

Switzerland), has been incorporated into the Bern CFA system4. In the following we will61

first briefly describe the Bern CFA setup, before describing the icpTOF instrument and its62

coupling into the CFA melt water stream and data acquisition. After that the data treat-63

ment for the icpTOF data both for regular, i.e. total concentration, as well as single-particle64

measurements is described. The results from the icpTOF are then compared to the wet-65

chemistry CFA data, followed by first results from the single-particle analysis of Fe-bearing66
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particles in a section of the East Greenland Ice Coring Project (EastGRIP) ice core.67

Methods68

CFA69

In its standard configuration, the Bern CFA system melts ice and firn sticks of 35× 35mm70

cross section on a gold-plated melt head. The melter unit is situated in a cold (-20 °C) cell71

inside the Bern CFA warm lab that is also used to prepare the ice samples. The melt head72

is designed in such a way that the melt water from the outer, possibly contaminated part of73

the ice stick is separated from the inner, clean part with an area of 26×26mm14. During the74

melting, an optical encoder records the progress of the melting using a weight sitting on top75

of the ice stick. For recent measurement campaigns the melter setup has been modified from76

the original design4 to allow for reloading of samples during a measurement run to increase77

sample throughput to around 3 meters per measurement run. In this configuration around78

12-14 m of ice can be melted in a 16 h measurement day at average meltspeeds of 2.8 cm min-1,79

including startup/shutdown and alternating sample/calibrations runs. Melt water from both80

the inner and the outer part of the melt head is pumped from the cold room to the wet-81

chemistry analysis system that is described in more detail in4, to the icpTOF and to other82

instruments using peristaltic pumps.83

CFA-icpTOF84

The ICP-TOFMS used in this study is the commercially available icpTOF R produced by85

TOFWERK AG, Thun, Switzerland. The instrument uses the ICP generation, ion-optics and86

the collision/reaction cell (Q-Cell) of an iCAP-RQ instrument (Thermo Scientific, Bremen,87

Germany). In the icpTOF, the original quadrupole mass analyzer of the iCAP-RQ is replaced88

by a quadrupole notch filter and time-of-flight mass analyzer, both built and integrated by89

TOFWERK. The quadrupole notch filter15 is used to attenuate high-intensity spectral peaks90
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to reduce signal background and to protect the detector of the TOFMS. Evaluation of the91

icpTOF has shown that it has similar sensitivities as current quadrupole instruments and92

that it has a linear dynamic range greater than 1 million16. Even though the icpTOF records93

full mass spectra from m/z 7 to 275 at a rate of 33 000 Hz, the usable range of masses and the94

acquisition speed is limited by the optimization of the ion optics and the maximum possible95

continuous data transfer rate from the data acquisition hardware to the data acquisition96

computer. In the presented study, the ion optics were tuned in such a way, that masses below97

m/z 23 are not transmitted but good sensitivities could be reached across a wide range of98

analytes present in the ice-core samples. The Q-Cell is pressurized with a mixture of 7 % H299

in He (Carbagas, Bern, Switzerland) to remove Argide interferences and to thermalize ion100

energies, leading to improved mass resolution. For example, this enables the measurement101

of Fe using its most abundant isotope, 56Fe+, which is otherwise interfered by ArO+. The102

ion optics and TOFMS voltages were optimized to yield maximum sensitivity at a mass103

resolution of 3000 (m/∆m, full width at half maximum). In this way interference peaks104

resulting from impurities in the collision cell gas can be resolved from the analytes without105

compromising the overall sensitivity. Typical ICP, Q-Cell, notch filter and MS parameters106

used in this study can be found in Table 1. During measurement campaigns, the plasma107

conditions are optimized at the beginning of each measurement day. For the continuous108

measurements, full mass spectra were acquired with two different integration times with a109

standard 250 ms mode (integrating 8250 spectra), and a selectively applied single-particle110

mode with 2 ms integration time (integrating 66 spectra). The latter is limited by the111

rate data can be transferred from the data acquisition system to the connected PC. It is112

worth noting, that the sensitivity of the icpTOF measurements is not affected by the data113

acquisition rate as they are achieved by summing a different number of TOF extractions114

within the data acquisition hardware before transferring the data to the PC.115

The icpTOF is directly connected to the melt head of the Bern CFA system and is other-116

wise kept largely independent from the wet-chemistry CFA system. A mixed air/melt water117
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stream of 1 ml/min for the icpTOF is split off the melt water stream to the wet chemistry118

CFA system just downstream of the melt-head using 0.5 mm inner diameter high purity PFA119

tubing. To limit signal dispersion and efficiently transport particles from the melt head to120

the icpTOF’s sample introduction, the air is removed from the sample stream as late as121

possible. The air in the segmented flow is contained within the melted ice samples (approx-122

imately 10 % by volume) and thus does not present any additional risk of contamination.123

Removal of the air is achieved using a custom made PTFE low-volume debubbler (∼ 100 µl).124

Just upstream of the nebulizer, the sample stream is acidified to 1 % HNO3 using high-125

purity nitric acid (Optima grade, Fisher Scientific). The sample is then introduced into126

the plasma using a glass concentric nebulizer (MicroMist, Glass Expansion) and a quartz127

cyclonic spray chamber cooled to 2 °C. Together with the acid, Rh (TraceCert, Sigma Aldric)128

is added as an internal standard to the sample stream to monitor the system stability during129

the multi-hour measurement runs. The acidification of the sample stream serves the main130

purpose of reducing the washout time from the nebulizer and spray chamber. It is done131

comparatively late, so that small particles are not dissolved into the matrix. Leaching132

experiments with dust samples similar to that found in ice cores indicate that within the133

short exposure time of the sample to the acid, which is in the order of a few seconds, no134

significant dissolution of particles is expected to occur17.135

Table 1: Instrument parameters used in the presented study

Plasma power 1550 W
Auxiliary gas flow 1 L min-1

Cooling gas flow 14 L min-1

Nebulizer gas flow 1 L min-1

Nebulizer liquid flow 400 µL min-1

Collision gas flow 5.5 mL min-1

Attenuated masses 14N2
+,16O2

+

TOF extractions 33 kHz
Integration time (standard) 250 ms
Integration time (single particle) 2 ms
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Calibration136

During routine measurements, calibration measurements are performed approximately every137

two hours, bracketing each measurement run. Calibration stock dilutions are made by mixing138

multiple multi-element standards (TraceCert, Sigma Aldrich) which are further diluted into139

working standards that span the range of observed concentrations in the ice every week. All140

dilutions were performed gravimetrically in acid-cleaned FEP and HDPE containers using141

high-purity nitric acid and ultra high purity water. The standard solutions are introduced142

by flow-injection from a sample loop into a 1 % HNO3 carrier stream. Table 2 shows the143

averages of the sensitivities, their uncertainties given as relative standard deviation (RSTD),144

background equivalent concentrations (BEC) and limits of detection (LOD) for the analytes145

discussed in this paper. LODs are calculated using three times the standard deviation of the146

blanks and for the final dataset at 1 mm depth resolution assuming an average melt speed147

of 2.8 cm min-1.148

To relate the number of detected particle events in the sp-ICP-MS data to the number149

concentration in the melt water stream, the transport efficiency of the sample introduction150

system needs to be determined. This was done using 60 nm gold nanoparticles (Nanocom-151

posix, San Diego, USA) using the particle counting method18, resulting in a transport ef-152

ficiency of (8.6±0.3) % (1σ). Results from the direct nebulisation of slurries indicate that153

particles smaller diameters than 2 µm are transported efficiently through the spray chamber154

and that below that size the influence of particle size on transport efficiency is negligible19,20.155

Because the vast majority of the mineral dust particles found in Greenland ice are smaller156

than this size cutoff5, the transport efficiency determined using the nanoparticles can be157

applied to the data presented here.158

icpTOF data processing159

The raw mass spectrum data from the icpTOF is processed using TofWare (Tofwerk, Thun).160

To account for slight changes in the time-of-flight to mass relationship during the course of161
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Table 2: Typical calibration results for the elements discussed here. All values are averages
from the calibration measurements performed during a measurement campaign, totaling 128
measurements over 6 weeks. LODs were calculated for both 1 s and 1 mm resolution data,
assuming a melt speed of 2.8 cm min-1. Note that the sensitivities here are long-term averages
and differ from calibration to calibration.

Element Ion Sensitivity RSTD BEC 1 s LOD 1 mm LOD
(cps/ppb) (%) (ppt) (ppt) (ppt)

Na 23Na+ 319.2 4.9 644.4 134.1 91.6
Mg 24Mg+ 296.3 3.6 95.2 48.3 33.0
Al 27Al+ 432.5 6.5 695.1 143.5 98.0
Ca 44Ca+ 66.9 4.1 549.0 245.2 167.5
Fe 56Fe+ 5950.2 6.3 592.3 109.5 74.8

the measurements, the mass calibration is continuously adjusted using 60 s averages of the162

raw data. For each time step, mass calibration functions are calculated using ever present163

peaks in the mass spectra coming from the internal standard, gas impurities in the plasma164

Ar supply, or background contamination. Following the mass calibration, the peaks of all165

analyte ions are integrated after the removal of the spectral baseline. The resulting intensity166

time traces are then processed using custom Python scripts to calibrate the data and correct167

for spectral interferences. The finished concentration time series are subsequently aligned to168

the wet-chemistry CFA data and through that to the ice-core depth scale. This is achieved169

by automatically matching the ICP total Ca concentration and wet-chemistry dissolved Ca2+170

time traces. In a final step, data for the elemental concentrations are filtered with a 10 s171

Gaussian filter to remove variability beyond the limit of the sample introduction system and172

are then downsampled to 1 mm nominal depth resolution to match the nominal resolution173

of the wet-chemistry CFA data. In this step, data around ice-core breaks are masked out to174

remove signals from contamination. The high-resolution mass-spectrum data intended for175

the single-particle analysis is treated identically to obtain a complete and homogeneous 1 mm176

resolution dataset for all measured ice samples. Note, that the LODs presented in Table 2177

do not take into account the additional reduction of the background standard deviation due178

to the smoothing, which would further reduce the LODs.179
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To identify particle signals in the high-resolution data a custom algorithm is applied to180

the high-resolution time traces of individual analyte ions. The algorithm is derived from the181

commonly used thresholding approach based on the average background signal intensity and182

its standard deviation. Differing from measurements of discrete samples, the background183

concentrations in the melt water stream continuously changes with time throughout each184

measurement. To account for these changes, the average background signal intensity (µbg)185

and its standard deviation (σbg) is calculated using a Gaussian weighted window with cutoff186

frequency of 10 s. The standard deviation of the background signal intensity is explicitly187

calculated, instead of assuming a perfect Poisson distribution of the background signal (i.e.188

σ2
bg = µbg). In this way, the algorithm accounts for the over-dispersion of the background189

signal due to the data acquisition of the icpTOF21. Because of the long measurement times190

and relative rarity of particle ionization events, it is important to keep the false positive rate191

of the particle detection algorithm low. In the present study it was set to a theoretical 0.01 %192

by only considering signals above µbg + 3.71σbg as signals from ionized particles. The false193

positive rate also dictates the detection of particles in blank solutions to be by definition at194

least 0.01 % of the observations. For the presented data at 2 ms resolution this translates to a195

blank counting rate of 0.05 particles per second. The detection threshold is iteratively applied196

and re-calculated, removing particle signals until a stable solution is reached, typically within197

10-20 iterations for a 2 h dataset. To reduce the computational burden of the combination of198

an iterative approach and the large amounts of data, the algorithm is implemented using Fast199

Fourier Transformation based convolutions. The algorithm decomposes the signal into two200

components: the smoothly varying signal off the dissolved background and the net intensity201

of the peaks above this background resulting from the particle ionizations. Figure 1 shows202

two seconds of data for 56Fe+ with the applied threshold and the calculated background203

intensity from the dissolved part of the signal. After the identification of the particle signals,204

background signal intensity, net particle intensity above the dissolved background and the205

number of particles detected in each 1 s interval are downsampled to the nominal 1 mm depth206
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resolution also used in the other data sets.207
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Figure 1: Example of the detection of single particle signals in two seconds of 56Fe+ data.
The solid line shows the inferred dissolved background, the dashed line the threshold over
which a signal is defined to be from an ionized particle. Particle signals are marked with red
dots. Note, the near lack of negative outliers in the trace strongly supports the assumption,
that the positive ones are produced by particle ionizations.

Because the background signal continuously changes and its standard deviation is de-208

pendent on the intensity, the detection limit of particle events in terms of the net-particle209

intensity above the background continuously changes as well. In practice that means that210

when the background concentrations in a given element are higher, smaller particles cannot211

be detected anymore, leading to spurious signals in the determined particle number concen-212

trations. To circumvent this problem, only particle events larger than the overall highest213

detection limit in terms of net-peak size in the run are considered for the calculation of the214

particle number concentration. This is illustrated in Figure 2. It shows iron data spanning215

multiple annual maxima alongside the inferred dissolved concentration and the variable de-216

tection limit for particle ionization events. Panel (c) of Figure 2 shows particle detection217

rates resulting from the variable threshold alongside that from a constant threshold. Only218

the number of particles detected per second with the constant threshold resembles the signal219

of the total iron and correlates strongly with the micro-particle concentration shown in the220

lower most panel of Figure 2.221

To interpret the data, the background intensities are nominally converted to concentra-222
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Figure 2: Example for the effect of the variable background concentration on the inferred
particle number concentration. The top panel (a) shows the total signal intensity (smoothed
with 10 s Gaussian), the inferred dissolved background concentration and the detection
threshold for particle ionization events over a 60 cm range of data containing multiple sea-
sonal cycles. Note, that the traces shown in the figure are smoothed and downsampled to
1 mm nominal resolution, whereas the calculations for the particle threshold are based on
the much more variable full-resolution data. The resulting smallest net particle intensity
that can be detected above the threshold is shown in panel (b). Panel (c) shows the inferred
particle concentration using the variable detection threshold and a constant threshold. For
comparison, the bottom panel (d), shows the micro particle (particle diameter larger than
1 µm) concentration over the same depth range as measured by an optical particle counter.
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tions using the sensitivities obtained from the dissolved standard measurements. Conversion223

of the net-particle signals to particle masses or sizes is not attempted due to the complex224

structure and multi-elemental composition of the mineral particles in the ice. The compo-225

sition of the detected particles is only assessed in terms of elemental ratios, correcting for226

the different elemental sensitivities determined by the standard measurements. An absolute227

quantification of the total elemental amounts in the particles would require a particle stan-228

dard with the same size distribution and mineralogical composition as the dust particles in229

the ice, which is not available yet.230

One important prerequisite for the interpretation of the elemental composition of the

detected particles is that each detected event only results from the ionization of a single

particle. The probability of detection a signal of more than one particle per observation (i.e.

per sample interval) can readily be calculated using Poisson statistics from the fraction of

observations that are not identified as particles pbg as:

P (n > 1) = 1− P (n ≤ 1) = 1− (pbg (1− ln pbg))

For the particle concentration results presented here, the coincidence probability for 103231

particles per ml is 0.3 · 10−6, and 0.3 · 10−3 for 100 · 103 particles per ml.232

The uncertainty of the net intensity of the particle ionisation signals is governed by the233

uncertainty of the subtracted background amplitude. That means that especially for small234

particle signals close to the detection threshold the relative uncertainty can in theory be235

quite large. However in practice the particle signals are typically much larger than the236

background, leading to average relative uncertainties between 2.7 % to 12.7 % for Fe and237

Mg respectively. For the determination of elemental mass ratios, the uncertainties of the238

respective sensitivities contribute significantly to the overall uncertainty yielding around239

15 % RSTD on average for the elemental ratios investigated here.240
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Results and Discussion241

Because the CFA-icpTOF is used for both the measurements of total elemental concentra-242

tion in the standard CFA mode as well as for single-particle detection in the high-resolution243

mode, the following section is split up between these two applications. The first part focuses244

on the comparison of the icpTOF to the established spectrophotometric detection methods245

for sodium and calcium. The second part deals with the single-particle data and their inter-246

pretation both for single- as well as multi-elemental data, focusing on Fe-bearing particles.247

Comparison to established CFA detection methods248

To characterize the performance of the coupling of the icpTOF to the continuous melting249

device and the sample introduction system, we compare the CFA-icpTOF data to the wet-250

chemistry CFA data. In the wet-chemistry CFA setup, concentrations of Na+ and Ca+251

are determined by well-established spectrophotometric methods. Na+ concentrations are252

determined using absorption spectroscopy, Ca+ concentrations using a fluorimetric method,253

both optimized for the application in a continuous flow setup2–4. Both of these impurities,254

albeit as elemental concentrations, can also be measured with the icpTOF. Figure 3 shows255

a three meter section of data from the two spectrophotometric methods alongside their256

respective counterparts from the icpTOF.257

The measurements shown in Figure 3 are individually and independently calibrated using258

different reference solutions. The Ca2+ and Na+ data are synchronized using multi-ion259

standard peaks, as described in Kaufmann et al. 4 . The ICP Ca data is aligned to the Ca2+260

data as described above. Overall, the agreement between the wet chemistry methods and261

the CFA-icpTOF data is very good especially in the light of the different detection methods262

and independent calibrations. Nevertheless, there are small systematic difference between263

the wet-chemistry and the icpTOF data, mainly visible in the higher, sharper peaks in the264

CFA-icpTOF data and the often lower minima. To quantify the resolution in terms of the265
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Figure 3: Comparison between wet-chemistry CFA measurements of Na+ and Ca2+ with the
Na and Ca concentrations measured by the CFA-icpTOF. Both wet-chemistry methods4 are
completely independent from the CFA-icpTOF in terms of calibrations. The depth scale of
the CFA-icpTOF data is transferred from the wet-chemistry Ca2+ measurements by aligning
their acquisition times. Note that the CFA-icpTOF shows less tailing and lower minima
between the annual layer peaks in both Ca and Na as compared to the traditional methods,
indicating a slightly higher analytical resolution. The correlation coefficient between the
respective methods is 0.96 for both Na and Ca, the RMS differences are 3.35 ppb for Na and
2.64 ppb for Ca respectively.
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unfiltered data shown in Figure 3. The critical frequencies, at which the noise dominates
the signal was determined as the intersection of a bilinear fit to log-power spectral density.
The wavelengths indicated by the vertical dashed lines in the figure correspond to 9.4, 8.4,
12.2 and 10.2 mm (from top to bottom) at a 2.8 cm min-1 melt rate as used for this mea-
surement run. Overall, the CFA-icpTOF data has significantly higher resolution than the
wet-chemistry CFA data, especially for Na.
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smallest resolvable wavelength of the complete analytical setups, we use the intersection of266

bi-linear fits to the log-power spectral density of the raw, unfiltered data from the same267

section of data, shown in Figure 422.268

With the 2.8 cm min-1 melt rate used for this run, the wavelengths indicated in Fig-269

ure 4 translate to a resolution of 9.4 and 12.2 mm for the CFA Ca2+ and Na+ and 8.4 and270

10.2 mm for the corresponding ICP data. The resolution differences between the ICP and271

the spectrophotometric methods arise due to the fact that both wet-chemistry methods use272

long mixing coils and in the case of Na+ a packed bead reactor, leading to signal dispersion273

that results in smoothing and tailing of peaks. Furthermore, the high resolution of the ICP274

data demonstrates the efficiency of its coupling to the melt-head with the use of segmented275

air/water flow and the small volume debubbler. Overall, the data of CFA-icpTOF has a276

higher resolution as the wet-chemistry CFA data. This is particularly evident in the com-277

parison of the Na data sets, where the CFA-icpTOF resolves a lot more structure in the278

annual layer signal than the wet-chemistry CFA. This is especially important because the279

seasonal cycle in the concentration of sea-salt-derived sodium in the ice is an important280

marker for annual layer-counted time scales e.g.23,24. The higher resolution of the CFA-281

icpTOF data will enable the identification of annual layers further back in time, even if they282

are thinned by glacial flow.283

It is worth noting, that the CFA-icpTOF measures the total elemental concentration284

in the ice whereas both spectrophotometric methods measure the dissolved fraction. That285

means the CFA-icpTOF will inadvertently measure higher concentrations if a non-negligible286

amount of undissolved mineral particles are present in the ice. In the case of the data pre-287

sented here, the dust content of the ice is relatively low and hence no significant contribution288

of undissolved Ca or Na is expected. However, for ice from glacial periods or samples from289

locations with more proximal or stronger dust sources, the contribution from mineral dust290

will be higher due to the much higher dust concentrations and will likely lead to stronger291

deviations between the different detection methods292
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Single particle data293

Using the high-resolution data acquired at 2 ms integration time and applying the detec-294

tion algorithm described above, the data for each element can be decomposed into a signal295

attributed to particle ionization and the remainder. In the following we will refer to this296

remainder as the dissolved background signal, even though it results from both dissolved297

species as well as from particles below the lower particle detection limit. In this section we298

first focus on the decomposition of single-particle data for a single element, Fe, before we will299

expand the analysis to multi-elemental detection and fingerprinting of Fe-bearing particles,300

taking advantage of the detection capabilities of the TOFMS.301
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Figure 5: Decomposition of three meters of continuous Fe data into particulate and dissolved
iron. From top to bottom, the panels show the total concentration signal (a), the dissolved
concentration (b), the number of detected particles (c), the net amplitude of the detected
particles signals (d), the fraction of the total signal that is attributed to the dissolved back-
ground (e) and in the bottom most panel (f) the micro-particle concentration in the ice as
as measured by the Abakus Laser Particle Counter (Klotz) in the Bern CFA system.

Figure 5 shows a three meter section of Fe data from the CFA-icpTOF with its de-302

composition into particulate and dissolved signals alongside micro-particle concentrations as303
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determined by a laser particle counter4,5. Note that of the icpTOF data in Figure 5, only304

the total and dissolved Fe and the Fe-bearing particle number concentrations are calibrated305

quantities. The average intensity of the detected Fe-bearing particles also shown in Fig-306

ure 5 is an uncalibrated quantity that is affected by the Fe-content of the particles, their307

size or a combination thereof. All of the Fe signals, both dissolved and particulate show a308

strong seasonal signal with annual peaks coinciding with the annual micro-particle peaks.309

The overall high correlation between the Fe signals and the micro-particle concentration is310

in good agreement with the fact, that the Fe content in the ice is governed by the deposition311

of particulate mineral dust aerosol onto the ice sheet. Considering all detected Fe-bearing312

particles, only 27 % of the total Fe is part of the dissolved background indicating that the313

iron deposition to the ice sheet is dominated by particulates. Despite the working definition314

of soluble iron used here, this value is in good agreement with other comparisons of dedi-315

cated soluble Fe and total Fe measurements in ice core samples from both Antarctica and316

Greenland that report soluble fractions between 20 and 30 %25,26.317

Focusing on the particulate fraction of the iron in the ice, the question arises how much318

of the insoluble iron is in the form of pure iron minerals such as iron oxides or hydroxides319

and how much of it is part of more complex minerals such as clay minerals. To target clay320

mineral particles we apply the particle detection algorithm independently to the Mg and321

Al traces of the same section of ice core as shown in Figure 5. From a purely qualitative322

view, a little more than half of the detected Fe-bearing particles (53 %) are not associated323

with peaks in either Mg or Al. However summing up the Fe peak intensities for the Fe only324

particles and particles detected in Fe and either Mg or Al reveals that around 74 % of the325

total mass of Fe detected in particles is also associated with either Mg or Al. This suggests326

that in terms of mass, most of the particulate iron deposited on the Greenland ice sheet is327

likely associated with clay mineral particles. Clay minerals make up a large fraction of the328

insoluble dust in Greenland ice both in recent time as well as in the past underlining the329

notion that the iron-bearing aerosol concentration co-varies with the particulate atmospheric330
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dust concentration27–29.331

To further characterize these mixed particles we investigate their composition in terms332

of elemental ratios. To do that, we calculate Mg/Al and Fe/Al mass ratios from the peak333

intensities for peaks co-occurring in Fe, Mg and Al, taking into account the respective sen-334

sitivities as determined by the standard measurements. In the following, only particles with335

overall uncertainties of less than 20 % RSTD in both elemental ratios are considered to limit336

the influence of particles with very large uncertainties. The resulting mass ratios for the337

individual particles are shown in a two dimensional histogram in Figure 6. Using isotope338

ratios, the central Asian Taklamakan and Gobi deserts have previously been identified as the339

major source regions for mineral dust transported to Greenlande.g.27,29,30. The mass ratio of340

iron to aluminum in the particles is 1.13 (-0.94/+6.52) (median and 90 % confidence interval)341

in good agreement with bulk measurements of Asian dust samples from the Taklamakan and342

Gobi deserts ranging from 0.36 to 1.60 with no uncertainty estimates31,32.343
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Figure 6: Histogram of Mg/Al and Fe/Al mass ratios of particles in all three elements in
the section of data shown in Figure 5. The dots with error bars show the median and 90 %
interval of the observed ratios whereas the thick solid line shows the range of values reported
by31 for Asian dust. The solid and dashed lines show the 1:1 and 2:1/1:2 atomic weight
ratios of Mg/Fe.

Overall, the elemental ratios for the particles cluster around the Mg/Fe molar mass ratio344

line shown in Figure 6. This suggests, that the particles are consistent with a mineral that has345

a structure in which Mg and Fe atoms takes the same latice location and are interchangeable,346
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such as the clay mineral illite. Of the clay minerals found in Greenland ice, illite is by far347

the most abundant, contributing more than 50 % of the total amount of clay minerals in348

Greenland dust27.349

The addition of the icpTOF has extended the analytical capabilities of the Bern CFA350

system in two major ways. Firstly, it extends the analytes that can be measured in the ice351

to a wide range of elemental concentrations covering both mineral-dust and sea-salt sources.352

In comparison with the established methods, the resulting time series of total concentrations353

have at least similar and in some cases higher time resolution. This is especially important in354

the light of thinned ice core samples where the detection of annual layer signals is limited by355

the measurement techniques. Secondly, due to the fast sampling frequencies that are possible356

with a TOFMS, the setup is capable of resolving transient signals from the ionization of357

insoluble particles in the ice while still covering the complete mass range. Using this data,358

information about the characteristics of the mineral dust particles in the ice can be accessed.359

In the future these data will be used to characterize the composition and sources of insoluble360

particles in the ice both using a wider range of elements as well as targeting other types of361

particles such as tephra.362
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Graphical TOC Entry488

The graphical TOC shows a schematic represen-
tation of the sample introduction, ionization and
detection of the single particle signals.
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